This basic difference in cultural history has marked the literatures of the two nations. Most Canadian writers do not share the overriding compulsion of many American writers to express a private self through a distinctive personal style. American literary history has doomed American writers to an unending struggle not only to escape from the shadow of European tradition but also to supplant their own national predecessors. As a result, much of twentieth-century American writing still sounds a shrill, strident note of querulous self-importance -its very aggressiveness betraying an abiding insecurity. This is not the dominant note in Canadian writing. Canadian authors realized that their nation was subject to the powerful assimilative force-field exerted by American culture. In order to resist the attraction ofthe elder-but erring -American brother Canada's writers have allied themselves with the father -with tradition: at first with European tradition and later with their own newly created tradition.
The persistence of the British influence on nineteenth-century Canadian writing has meant that Canadian literary history differs markedly from American. Nineteenth-century American literature constitutes an emphatic declaration of literary independence. Early in the century the works of James Fenimore Cooper staked out an enduring claim on a literary terrain that was recognizably American rather than European. The territorial claim was solidified at mid-century by the masterpieces of Hawthorne, Melville, Thoreau, and Whitman. Later in the century the vernacular artistry of Mark Twain proclaimed a distinctively American voice to the world. In Canada, however, a distinctive national tradition not only took longer to appear but also took a less flamboyant form than did the American tradition. The Canadian tradition, I shall argue, bears a closer resemblance to the work of Hawthorne than to the work of Whitman or Twain.
Within the American movement towards self-expression two stages can be distinguished. In the first stage Cooper, Hawthorne, and even Melville adopt American subjects but are deferential towards the style of their European forerunners -and only Melville has the audacity to measure himself against a truly major figure. In the battle to assert the value of emotion, refinement, and sentiment these writers enlist the Old World tradition as an ally. They locate their adversaries not among their literary predecessors but among the unliterary citizens of a pragmatic and materialistic society. In the second stage, as if in obedience to Emerson's preachments on self-reliance, Thoreau, Whitman, and Twain not only use American subjects but also repudiate the genteel and educated style of the Old World. They no longer write as gentlemen but speak with a Yankee twang or with the brash colloquial voice of the egalitarian New World society. ' When we turn to Canada in the nineteenth century, we do not find a similar movement towards literary independence. Throughout the nineteenth century, J.P. The allegiance of nineteenth-century Canadian writers to British precedents left later CanacJian writers still facing a dilemma that American novelists had already resolved for their successors. It might be quite satisfactory for CanacJian writers to use British or American books as formal models, but it was less satisfactory for them to have no agreedupon picture of the concerns and structure of Canadian society. Nineteenth-century Canadian prose includes several works of continuing interest; but they are isolated works, each of them a 'fresh beginning." Not until well into the twentieth century does there appear a generation of CanacJian writers whose accomplishment in defining a CanacJian tradition can be compared with the achievement of 'classic' American writers. As Hugo McPherson suggests, it is not until well into the twentieth century that the best Canadian novelists begin 'to "create" Canada in a way that Hawthorne, a century earlier, helped to create New England. '6 The first indications of a new maturity of vision are evident in a few books published just after the turn of the century. At the end of the nineteenth century authors such as L.M. Montgomery and E. W. Thomson were producing examples of the kind of local-colour fiction that Desmond Pacey calls 'the regional idyll. '7 Surrounded by a materialistic and pragmatic society, in many places still newly emerged from pioneer conditions, these writers felt themselves precariously situated. Many of them responded by showing in their novels how a utilitarian society restricts individual thought and action. Their novels focus on generational conflicts within the family and on the plight of sensitive young people trapped within a self-consciously conventional culture. Their books, in short, seek to expose the faults and limitations of both the patriarchal family and a patriarchal society. The writer's revolt -and the revolt of many fictional protagonists -is, in effect, the result of a family quarrel between restive youth and hidebound parental figures. The outcome is a suppressed or indirectly expressed antagonism that is less violent but more enervating than an open break would be. Yetthese writers do not separate themselves from their society. Even when they are critical of prevailing community values, they still define themselves and their characters in terms of an adversary stance of tHe community. Their protagonists do not flee from society but -willingly or unwillingly -stay and do battle with repressive social forces.
This generation of writers needed to work directly with the materials their society gave them in a way that has not been required of their successors. Their task was to define the many features of the Canadian social world and to articulate the typical ways in which Canadians have responded to that world. The principal result of this fictional critique of society was not simply the introduction into Canadian letters of the outlook and techniques associated with realistic fiction, but rather the resulting delineation of the shape and texture of Canadian society. From the works of this generation of novelists there emerged a consensus about the prevalent attitudes, the most common situations, and the principal conflicts that prevailed in the society of their day. As a result, their work provides a context that later Canadian novelists have utilized, modified, or reacted against.
The Canadian tradition, as it emerged in the middle years of the century, is recognizably North American in emphasis, but is not simply a lesser echo of American literature. In order to clarify the differences between the two traditions itis useful to have at hand a sort ofliterary map of the continent, on which both national literatures may be plotted -and so compared. I will take as my starting-point the opening pages of Leslie Fiedler's The Return of the Vanishing American, in which he observes: 'American writers have tended to defme their own country ... in terms of four cardinal directions: a mythicized North, South, East, and West., 8 Corresponding to these four mental regions, Fiedler identifies four 'topological subgenres' of the American novel: Northerns, Southerns, Easterns, and Westerns, Fiedler initially defines these genres by their subject-matter. The Northern depicts the encounter with the land itself; the Southern depicts the American's encounter with blacks; the Eastern portrays the American's return to Europe; and the Western focuses on the American's encounter with the native peoples of this continent. These superficial definitions need to be amplified, of course, just as Fiedler himself throughout his career has extended and deepened the definition of the Western.
The best-known of the forms Fiedler mentions is the Western. The Western is the novel of civilization evaded, in which Natty Bumppo and Chingachgook .:. and their numerous later avatars -wander in happy freedom through the forest, far from the constraints of a society whose principal embodiment is a God-fearing and emasculating Woman. Here we encounter an important difference between the American and Canadian traditions. There are in Canadian fiction none of those inseparable pairs of white and dusky males that recur throughout American fiction. The confrontation with the Indian, which Fiedler identifies as the heart of the Western, is not a common theme in Canadian fiction. Moreover, when the encouter of red and white man does occur in Canadian books, it takes a different form than it does in the works of American authors. For example, in Howard O'Hagan's Tay John and in Rudy Wiebe's The Temptations of Big Bear the Indian does not stand for the deepest and truest self <as he does in so many American books) but for something beyond the self. The encounter with the Indian is inseparable from the encounter with the wilderness where the Indian dwells, and in Canadian fiction both Indian and wilderness are seen as embodying a timeless spiritual essence: the wilderness is a symbol of an eternal reality, and the Indian is an archetype of the fully integrated self in harmony with the cosmos.
If the Western is the novel of civilization evaded, then the Eastern is the novel of civilization regained, of sentiment affirmed, and of refinement acquired. The heart of the Eastern, says Fiedler, is the North American's return to Europe, which is 'his old Home, the place of origin of his old self, that original Adam, whom the New World presumably made a New Man.' Only by seeing Europe does the American 'know for sure that he is an American.' Easterns are not as prominent in the American tradition as are Westerns, but the eminence of Henry James among American novelists makes them an important feature of the literary landscape. Canadian examples of the Eastern are not numerous, but they are none the less significant. The first noteworthy examples of the form occur in the fiction of Sara Jeannette Duncan, whose An American Girl in London and Cousin Cinderella: A Canadian Girl in London present the adventures of North American innocents abroad in Europe. Although Duncan's best-known novel, The Imperialist, is not really an Eastern, it does include a brief visit by the central character to England, where he learns to define himself as a Canadian, a citizen of the New World. More recently, some excellent examples of the Eastern can be found in the stories and novels of Mavis Gallant.
The most distinguished Canadian Easterns, however, have been written by Robertson Davies, whose entire literary career has been dominated by a concern for the precarious status of traditional or 'high' culture in North American society. Davies's first two Salterton novels, though they are set entirely in Canada, present European culturerepresented by Shakespeare's The Tempest in Tempest-Tost and by the impish Humphrey Cobbler in Leaven of Malice -as the antidotes to the narrow and vindictive social climate of Salterton. In the third novel of the Salterton trilogy, A Mixture of FraiLHes, the gauche and inexperienced singer Monica Gall does travel to Europe, where she is educated by mentors who represent two sides of European culture. Through her affair with the brilliant but self-destructive genius Giles Revelstoke she makes herself worthy of marriage to the self-assured and cultivated Sir Benedict Domdaniel. In the three novels of the Deptford trilogy Europe presents a 'world of wonders' to a succession of Canadian protagonists. Dunstan Ramsay, David Staunton, and Paul Dempster find in European culture the 'big spiritual adventures" that the Canadian environment by itself cannot provide for them.
The Fiedler suggests that the Northern portrays a direct confrontation with the land. Certainly the Northern usually shows a human dwelling place, often a farmhouse or a small town, that is dwarfed by a hostile environment. However, the primary subject of the Northern is not the confrontation between man and environment; rather, the typical Northern studies the meeting between sensitive individual and a puritanical society that inhibits emotional and intellectual development. Perhaps it is more accurate to say that environmental oppression and social oppression reinforce each other. The household at the centre of many Northerns is presided over by a patriarchal figure, joyless and forbidding, whose authority is reinforced by a punitive divinity and by a severe environment. A good explanation of the resultant psychological tensions is given in Ralph Connor's The Man from Glengarry. When Mrs Murray's Bible class discusses 'the redoubtable ninth chapter' of Paui's Epistle to the Romans, the narrator tells us:
It was Significant that by Macdonald Dubh, his brother, and the older and more experienced members of the class, the doctrine was regarded as absolutely inevitable and was accepted without question, while by Yankee and RanaJd and all the younger members of the class, it was rejected with fierce resentment. The older men had been taught by the experience of long and bitter years, that above all their strength, however mighty, a power, resistless and often inscrutable, detennined their lives. The younger men, their hearts beating with conscious power and freedom, resented this control, or accepting it, refused to assume the responsibility for the outcome of their lives. 10 In the bleakest Northerns the puritan environment breaks the spirit of the younger generation. In more hopeful Northerns the younger generation strives towards a measure of emotional freedom.
The Northern, the Eastern, and the Western can be understood as embodying divergent responses to a theme which is central to western culture. Specifically, they portray three different attitudes towards guilt. The European culture which spawned North American society was based on the individual conscience; it was a culture of guilt rather than a culture of shame." Conformity to social standards was enforced by the individual's knowledge that he would feel guilty if he transgressed those standards. The Western depicts characters who flee from guilt, characters who reject a maturity that would impose limits on the child's egocentric outlook. In contrast, the Eastern shows characters for whom social conformity is not a diminishing of the self but a liberation of the individual's best potential. In the Eastern, social conventions provide the necessary framework of rules within which the game of civilization may be played. If the Eastern shows social conventions as basically benign, the Northern expresses the view that social conventions are oppressive and stifling. The Northern is, above all else, the novel of the puritan conscience in action. The typical Northern studies the pernicious consequences of accepting a puritan or Calvinist picture of human nature.
The Southern must be understood in somewhat different terms. The Southern arises from a tradition-directed society rather than from the inner-directed culture portrayed in the Northern, Eastern, and Western. Moreover, the Southern is an expression of a defeated culture. Guilt festers abundantly in the Southern, but it is complicated by a gnawing sense of failure. The defeated society has no adequate scope for action, so that the guilty conscience can find no satisfactory outlet, no avenue of expiation. Instead, guilt is denied by being projected onto the black, whose blackness is thought to symbolize his lower nature and so justify his historic enslavement. In fully mature versions of the Southern, of course, this process is recognized for the fallacious rationalization it is.
Like the Western, the Southern readily crosses the boundary between high art and popular art, so that the most familiar example of the form is probably Margaret Mitchell's Gone with the Wind, though its literary high point is found in the work of Faulkner. The Southern is the American counterpart of the European Gothic novel; in the Southern the dark places of the mind are externalized as mouldering plantations inhabited by decayed Southern aristocrats . Since the Southern, according to Fiedler, presents 'the encounter with the negro,' there should be no analogue to the Southern in Canadian writing. Yet comparisons have sometimes been made between the literature of the American South and the literature of Quebec. >2 The resemblances occur because both literatures come from defeated cultures, which often feel the past as an oppressive burden.
The Gothic motifs common in both literatures -the ruined mansion, the frequently incestuous nature of the deepest emotional attachmentsindicate a society that labours under a sense of failure and, as a result, has turned inward to contemplate the pain of its unhealed historical wounds.
Put briefly, my argument thus far is that Westerns predominate in American fiction, whereas Northerns predominate in Canadian fiction . Two books that can be used to define the contours of the Canadian Northern are Sinclair Ross's As for Me and My House and Hugh MacLennan's Each Man's Son. In both books a work-obsessed husband retreats into a private study to drug himself with a self-imposed artistic or intellectual task -Philip Bentley draws pictures and Dr Ainslie studies Greek. The central couples in both novels are childless, a condition that seems to be an index oftheir emotional barrenness. In both novels religion is depicted as an oppressive social force: Philip Bentley preaches a religion in which he does not even believe; Dr Ainslie has rejected God but is haunted none the less by the demons of a lingering Calvinist heritageguilt and self-doubt. Both novels end ambiguously. The central couples acquire children by adoption, but not before the mothers of both children are sacrificed to the harsh and unforgiving ethos the two authors see as presiding over their fictional worlds. In both novels the happiness of the adopted child seems doubtful, for the adoptive parents are turning to the child in order to avoid confronting each other.
In both novels antagonism between the sexes motivates much of the action. Each Man's Son metes out a particularly harsh fate to many of its female characters. Dr Ainslie acquires a son not by loving his wife but by sterilizing her and appropriating to himself the son of another woman, Mollie MacNeill, who reminds him of his own mother. Moreover, the parallel between Mollie and Dr Ainslie's mother does not stop at physical resemblance: Dr Ainslie's mother died as a result of sacrificing herself in an attempt to soften the effects of the uncompromising ambition that drove Ainslie's father; and Mollie dies at the hands of her returned boxer husband, who accomplishes what Ainslie has not dared to admit he wishes for. In As for Me and My House, however, the women triumph over the men, and attain a dominance that is depicted as joyless and unsatisfying. Mrs Bird's control of her husband is described by Mrs Bentley as a hard-worn achievement. And Mrs Bentley must constantly scheme to keep Philip faithful to a marriage he entered without knowing it meant the death of his plan to become an artist. Philip's brief affair with Judith West is a short-lived movement away from bondage to his domineering wife; but he cannot maintain his freedom. At the novel's end he is even more firmly under the power of his parasitical wife, who can now secure his submission by holding out the threat of revealing young Philip's illegitimacy to the world.
When he tries to set the American Northern within its historical Dr Ainslie is, to his own mind, both sinner and accuser, both Dinunesdale and Chillingworth. His wife wishes to free him from his guilt, but he will not accept her proffered liberation; he remains sexually and emotionally inhibited. At the end of Maclennan's novel we are told that Dr Ainslie has learned how to love, but the assurance does not carry conviction. And itis a measure of the bleakness of Ross's novel that, when Judith West dies in childbirth, Mrs Bentley confesses: 'Secretly it's what I've been wishing for all along.'" Psychological oppression is a leading motif in other Canadian Northerns. In Grove's Settlers of the Marsh the witch-like Clara Vogel, formerly the neighbourhood prostitute, torments her sensitive and guilt-ridden husband until he rebels by killing her. In Martha Ostenso's Wild Geese Caleb Gare uses his knowledge of his wife's past indiscretion to control and brutalize his entire family, whom he views as little better than farm animals. Other novels portray the destructive consequences of a dread of life that can arise when children are raised in an atmosphere of guilt. Grove's The Yolee of Life tells the story of a sensitive boy for whom the burdens of adult life -primarily the burden of his own sexuality -prove too much to bear. Len Sterner and his soul-mate prefer death by drowning in a Lake Winnipeg storm to continued existence in an imperfect world. A similar fate -though he does not take his lover with him -befalls Colin Ensley in Roderick Haig-Brown's On the Highest Hill. Ernest Buckler's The Mountain and the Valley also ends with the death of an oversensitive figure for whom physical existence has proved too much.
Undoubtedly it is the frequency of the Northern in the Canadian tradition that leads Margaret Atwood to see our literature so negatively in her handbook Survival. But the entire Canadian tradition is not as bleak as Atwood paints it. Many Canadian novels -even some Northernersshow characters who grow up to achieve some degree of escape from their The later fiction of several writers who helped to create the Canadian tradition seems to announce the completion of a phase in that tradition's development. In a variety of ways many of our most respected novelists have begun to grope their way beyond the apparent dead-end reached in so many of the works that until recently have dominated the Canadian tradition. MacLennan, Davies, and Laurence have, in their later work, striven to reach an accommodation with the society they once depicted in predominantly negative terms. In The Watch That Ends the Night, Fifth Business, and The Diviners these three authors create mature protagonists who, after an initial rebellion, eventually achieve a reconciliation with parental figures. Such books signal the emergence of the Canadian novel from what we might call its 'dark age' of gloom, pessimism, and guilt. George Stewart, Dunstan Ramsay, and Morag Gunn all come to view their Canadian origins with equanimity, even with pride. Instead of rejecting parental figures, these protagonists affirm the possibility of continuity across the generations and are able to take satisfaction from subscribing to traditional values.
Although writers in Canada and the United States frequently portray characters who are alienated from their own society, Canadian writers do not treat their outsiders as American writers do. American outsiders are often figures of boundless energy -tricksters, con-men, or up-dated versions of the frontiersman. The American outsiders take refuge from society through action and motion: they 'light out for the territory' literally or metaphorically. However, Canadian outsiders remain physically within society but do not endorse its values -their isolation is defined in moral rather than in physical terms. Canadian outsiders apply an idealized or timeless standard to the everyday world, and often seek a fmal reward defined by otherworldly values rather than by the standards of the material world. American protagonists often seek to escape from history, whereas many Canadian protagonists discover their true identities only by acknowledging their place in a historical continuum. The usual American protagonist is a young man who wishes to undo history (as Jay Gatsby insists is possible). He flees from society and is initiated into adult awareness by confronting a mythological monster, say a whale or a bear. His motivating impulse is to deny guilt, deny the Fall, and return to the imagined Edenic condition of the first Europeans when they set foot on the green breast of an untouched continent. The quest of such protagonists is not for redemption but for an innocence that needs no redemption. In Canadian writing, however, many of the most memorable protagonists have been middle-aged or older -characters such as Wiseman's Abraham, MacLennan's George Stewart, Davies's Dunstan Ramsay, Laurence's Morag Gunn, and Ross's Doc Hunter. These figures do not flee their pasts, but undertake a self-assessment that leads to psychological wholeness. They are reborn as integrated persons. They confront their failings and accept responsibility for their past meannesses. They acknowledge guilt and learn to live with it.
In erecting the Western into a national myth American authors have chosen to emphasize a slightly different stage of historical development than have Canadian authors. That is, American and Canadian traditions have selected different 'mytholOgical moments' as the heart of the historical process by which European culture spread over the continent. American authors have chosen to elaborate upon -in effect, to seek to prolong -the moment immediately preceding settlement, when the frontiersman must decide whether he will stay put and tum into a settler or will retain his identity as a frontiersman by moving further west. In contrast, Canadian authors have chosen to dwell on the process of settlement, in which European or 'civilized' values are imposed on the native landscape.
Ultimately this difference can be described in theolOgical terms. American writing frequently asks: how can man escape the restrictions imposed by society? How can man regain his innocence? American writers frequently express the hope that sometime soon -perhaps tomorrowman's natural goodness will become a demonstrated fact. But the American quest for freedom all too often leads to a realization that absolute freedom is unattainable aQd that natural goodness is a chimera: the New Adam still carries the Old Adam within himself. Therefore, the blackest American books confront the failure of the quest for innocence and freedom: frequently the response is total despair. Canadian authors, however, usually start by doubting the notion of natural goodness. Canada's long history as a colony meant that there was no attempt to define the Canadian as a new man, free from the guilts and anxieties engendered by European SOciety. Canadian authors feel that the restrictions imposed by religious and social conventions are necessary to control the Old Adam. Butin the bleakest Canadian books the repressive forces of family and society become forms of the trap that a repressive Calvinist society sets for the individual.
At the same time that many Canadian authors were producing the Northerns for which the Canadian tradition is best known, a growing number of writers were beginning to publish books of quite another sort. Although Canadian fiction is often thought of as emphasizing rural settings, there is in fact a large body of Canadian fiction which takes the city as its primary setting. At this point, therefore, it is necessary to rectify a notable omission from Fiedler's imaginative topography of North American fiction. To Fiedler's four kinds of novels must be added the novel ofthe city, which can conveniently be termed the Urban. The Urban examines life in large metropolitan centres, and often presents the consequences of pursuing the American dream of material success. Instead of being primarily concerned with the family background, the Urban often investigates the influence ofthe peer-group on the individual member of society. The Urban studies the consequences of accepting the public philosophy of success which pervades North American popular ideology. Frequently the Urban records the progress of that new kind of man whom David Reisman terms 'other-directed. ' The other-directed man appears in fiction in the numerous incarnations of that archetypically American figure, the apostle of success or the self-made man. This figure -whatever his superficial disguise, whether he is a con-man or a business executive -is always fundamentally a salesman. He may not always sell a physical product, as Willy Loman does, but he is perpetually on the market with one all-important producthimself. His fictional career occurs in two versions, one romantic and the other tragic. The romantic Urban is epitomized in the rags-to-riches progress of many of the heroes of the Horatio Alger novels. The tragic Urban portrays the moral decline -and often the material decline as well-of a protagonist who is dwarfed by the indifferent mechanism of urban Farthing's Fortunes; and in Davies's Fifth Business Boy Staunton may pattern his social self on a British model, but the business career Dunstan watches is thoroughly North American.
When they create a detached narrator who observes American values in action, Canadian authors are follOwing a well-established national habit of mind. Most assertions of Canadian identity are comparative rather than absolute: Canada often defines its identity by contrasting itself with the United States. Most Canadians are acutely aware of living just north of the nation which, throughout most of the twentieth century, has confidently laid claim to being the most powerful military and political force on earth. Living next to the United States has given Canadians a ringside seat at the twentieth century's main event, America's romance with the machine. Canadians are close enough to see all the action, yet feel detached enough to offer a dissenting opinion. Prominent Canadian thinkers who have deliberately shaped their conceptions of Canada in opposition to what they perceived as the American obsessions with power and change include the economist Harold Innis, the historian Donald Creighton, and the philosopher George Grant. Their works have helped to defme a Canadian tradition of social thought that is cautious, deferential to authority, and community-minded, in contrast to the dominant American tradition, which is optimistic, assertive, and aggressively individualistic.
The forces encouraging Canadian dissent from American values were succinctly outlined by George Woodcock to an audience at Harvard University:
